CertainTeed

Flexible Corner Rolls

High performance drywall corner bead that
flexes to any inside or outside corner angle
• Ideal for any angle of any length
• Stays straight and holds the desired angle due
to its memory-free hinge
• Strong corner that resists impacts and prevents edge cracking
• Lower total installed cost (TIC), while providing
a tough, good-looking corner

Formulated Surface
Paper accepts
any finish and
resists abrasion

High strength, tapered,
copolymer core
will not split or dent

NO-COAT flexes
to any inside
or outside corner
angle required
Memory-Free Hinge
adjusts to any angle,
eliminates pre-creasing,
pre-measuring and allows
instant application

Product Data
CERTAINTEED CODE:

UPC CODE:

LENGTH:

WIDTH:

PACKAGE SIZE:

NO-COAT FLEXIBLE CORNER 325

311622

800805116926

100' (30.8 m)

3.25" (82.6 mm)

10 Roll / Master Pack

NO-COAT FLEXIBLE CORNER 450

311691

800805116919

100' (30.8 m)

4.5" (114 mm)

4 Roll / Master Pack

Distributed by:

CertainTeed

Flexible Corner Rolls
Installation Instructions
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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2.3.With 4" – 6" taping knife,
4. apply
All-Purpose or Taping drywall
compound to corner and press
NO-COAT into position.
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CertainTeed NO-COAT Flexible Corners
provides a perfect corner at any angle needed
everytime. Applied with joint compound, it has
a uniform, strong, structural bond because of
its paper backing preventing cracking and
callbacks. High quality formulated face paper
is perfect for applying paint or texture.
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NO-COAT Flexible Corner 325 is ideal for runs
under 10'. Great for all off angles, stand ups
and hiding areas of irregular framing.

1. Open NO-COAT box and feed
product through slot on side of box.
Insert hook of tape measure into
narrow slot to measure length of
NO-COAT needed. Cut to length
with scissors.
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3. Remove excess mud5.with the same
4.
knife and let dry.
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NO-COAT Flexible Corner
450 gives extra
1.
2.
stiffness making it easier to work with runs
longer than 10', such as vaulted and cathedral
ceilings. The extra wide flange will cover large
gaps and poorly framed corners. Its size also
offers substantial impact resistance.
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4. Use a 6" – 8" finishing knife to skim
5.
over edges of corner; let dry.
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5. Sand and finish.
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